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REMEMBER WHEN?
by Orion Knox
Front cover: Can you remember when vertical
caving meant using cable ladders in Fisher's
Fis sure back in 1959?
Insi de front cover: Remember crossing the
"Ledge" in Mayfield Cave (now Caverns of
Sonora) in 1960.
Inside back cover: Can anyone remember
James Reddell not collecting bugs?
Back cover: How many can remember the
agoni zing Keyhole in Natural Bridge Caverns?
All editorial communications. including subscriptions , should
be addressed to the Editor. James Jasek, 5315 Laurel Lake,
Waco. Texas 76710, phone (817) 776-1727. The Texas Caver
openly invites contributors to submit articles . reports , news.
gossip, cartoons . diagrams. illustrations . and photographs . All
material must be labelled with the name and address of the
sender. If material is to be returned after publication . please
include a self-addressed envelope with sufficient postage .
Subscriptions are $4.50 per year (U.S .) and $9.60 elsewhere
(air mail to insure delivery). Persons subscribing after the first
ol the ye ar will receive all back issues for that year. Single
copies are available at 45' each . postpaid (U.S .). or 80' each
elsewhere (postpaid-air mail) .
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SCHERTZ CIBOLO CAVE
I am pretty sure that the Schertz
Cibolo Cave is now closed as it is buried
under a housing development near the
town known as Universal City. When we
were in the process of mapping the cave in
1965, the construction crew was just
cutting the streets through the brush and
trees. One part of the road came within
inches of the opening of the cave. It was
a suprise to us at the time that they did
not fill up the cave at this time, but it
remained open for some time. I wonrler who
the lucky person is that owns the property
that has the cave?
The entrance was a climbable sinkhole
about ten feet deep that lead into the
cave by a small passage at the bottom. Once
inside the cave you found yourself in a
bone dry cave with passages leading off
in every direction. Most of the cave
was seen belly high, and we made two
trips to complete the map of the cave. We
mapped everything that we could crawl into
excep t for one passage that looked like
it might have gone, but looked like one
of those places that you could not get
out of once you got in so we voted to let
it go. There is about 1500 feet of mapped
passage in the cave. As I can remember
there were no formations in the cave, but
there were plenty of insects, especially
scorpions. In fact the entire cave was
crawling with them. As we crawled along,
we came across dead scorpions that the
person in front of us crawled over. None
of us were stung? ?? At one point I
remember lying on my back looking up at
the ceiling about two inches away and
seeing a nice large black scorpion right
in front of my eyes. All I could do was
slowly move out from under him. Oh, the
joys of caving.
Those of us that have visited this
cave remember it was an interesting cave
to visit, and provided numerous hours of
enjoyment crawling through all the
different passages.
183

SUPRISE CAVE
Suprise Cave is another one of those
caves that appeared in a spot that was
unexpected. The highway dept. discovered
this cave when they were building a new
bridge one mile from Medina Lake. Many
of us have visited this small interesting
cave in the past. I have been told by s ome
of the San Antonio cavers that the cave
has been permanently sealed. If this i s
true, it is a shame. The cave was one of
the rare Texas caves that did not need
permission to enter the cave as it was on
State property. The entrance was just off
the side of the road, and according to the
map had an 80 foot entrance drop. I have
been to the cave numerous times while
living in San Antonio, but just can not
relate to an 80 foot drop. It seemed mo re
like 40 feet, although I can not be sure
of either. The interesting part of the
cave was the long narrow crawl to the
north. It was one of those narrow crawl s
that caused you to bend in places that
you were not meant to bend at. After a
crawl of nearly 200 feet the passages just
got too narrow to go any further. This
was one of those caves that you could
visit when you just could not think of any
other cave to go to. Now that I am living
in Waco, we use Gorman Cave for this
purpose.
If I remember right Suprise Cave was
located on FM 1283 just one mile back
from the Lake just between the new brid ge
and the old bridge. The ranch on the
right side of the road as you are facin g
the lake has some caves on it. This was
one of those situations where the ranch er
was a very old man, but friendly enough
to say that we could go in the caves i f
we could catch him early in the morning
when he was feeling good enough to show
us where the caves were. He told us that
he had several and they were difficult to
find. We were never able to catch this
man in a good enough mood to take us t o
the caves. This is something that the
local cavers could check out today; that
is, if they already haven't do so.
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SCHERTZ CIBOLO CAVE
BEXAR COUNTY, TEXAS
FEBRUARY 14, 28, 1965
COMPASS & TAPE SURVEY
JAMES JASEK: PLOT & SKETCH
MIKE McGEE
JOE GROTE
JACK CROSSLEY
JERRY BECKMAN
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Accident Report
Indian Cave is a small cave in far
nor thwest Bexar County, Texas. It is
l oca ted very near a San Antonio subdivision
kn own as Hills and Dales, and is served by
San Antonio City Police, Fire, and EMS
pers onnel. The cave itself is entered
th r ough a sixty foot pit which drops into
a ro om about 45 feet in diameter. There is
a small amount o-f crawlway that eventually
r eturns to the entrance room and is usually
very muddy. The pit is near vertical and
has no loose rocks in or near the immediate
drop although there are a number of rocks
at the floor. Alamo Grotto uses this cave
on occasion to introduce new cavers to a
cave and to practice vertical work in a
cave situation. It was being used for
such a purpose when the accident took
plo.c e.
At ten in the morning on Saturday the
23 rd , Steve Gutting, Ed Gelsone, Greg
Pas smore, and April Austin of the Alamo
Grot to as well as Paul Carey, a novice,
me t to make the trip to Indian Cave . The
Cave rs were 22,21, 17,23, and 19 respective ly. The youngest, Greg Passmore, did
no t enter t-he cave as he had made it six
previous trips and came along to get some
movi e shots of our training session.
At approximately 11:30 Ed Gelsone
ent ered the cave followed by Paul, April
and Steve. At or near noon we were ready
to leave ·the cave. Paul was rigged to the
ri gh t hand rope and was checked out ready
to climb. Since two ropes were used to
cl i mb in tandem, April was having help
ge tL ing rigged so Paul climbed out ahead
of her.
At 12:18 Paul was at the lip of the
Pit . April was rigged to the left hand
rop e and was already a few feet off the
floo r when a call of "ROCK" was shouted
down the shaft. An exfoliated formation
had broken loose when Paul had tried to
I.J se it as a foot hold to get over the lip
of the pit. Steve and Ed both ran for
cover in the cave, but were still struck
by small fragments of the rock which must

have broken up considerably on its flight
down the pit.
The time was now 12:20. Ed and Steve
raced to April who was on the rope in a
sitting position hanging from her Jurnar
safety. It may be noted now that if she
was not held upright by her safety she
would invariably been in a very awkward
position and probably injured further.
After looking April over it was determined
that she was injured seriously and may
have a broken neck. It was at this time
that Steve called to the surface for a
cave rescue. We decided that we needed to
get April off the rope as soon as possible
so Ed lifted and supported April as Steve
unclippedher Jumars being very careful of
April's neck and head as she was removed
to the floor. After making sure her head
and neck were supported, we proceeded to
check for a pulse as she was unconscious.
After Steve confirmed that the pulse was
present and she was breathing without
difficulty, we checked her for further
injury. She had a laceration on her skull
that was not bleeding much so we covered
this with our shirts. After treating for
shock the best we could, we called to the
surface to get more clothing to cover
April. Her pulse was taken and found to be
88 which we felt was good under the
circumstances.
On the surface, Greg took off and
attempted to start Steve's car with no
success. He then ran to the nearest house,
and called Chuck Stuehm. Chuck contacted
Terry Jones an EMS for the City of San
Antonio. Chuck made many calls to cavers
in San Antonio and found most of them not
at home, but did manage to contact Bob
Oakley and Stan Shaw.
After about five minutes April starte~
to regain consciousness. Steve and Ed
kept her calm while at the same time
questioning her to see if she had any
hidden injuries that they did not know
about. She complained of general pain all
over especially in her head.
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We reasurred her that help was on its
way, and about that time, 12:40 San Antonio
Firemen arrived, and at 12:43, Terry Jones
arrived at the cave.
Steve and Ed were very concerned about
rocks falling down the pit as April was
directly below the entrance and could not
be moved. The cavers on the surface took
all necessary steps to keep others away
from the edge of the pit to prevent any
thing from falling down the pit. Terry
Jones asked questions of the two cavers
on the bottom of the pit to determine the
condition of April, and to see if she
could be moved. At 1:15 Terry descended
into the cave. Terry made an examination
of April and let the doctor on the surface
know her condition and vital signs.
Steve helped Terry immobilize April's neck
with a neck collar, and to apply a dressing
to her head injury.
Terry requested that a caver come down
to a ledge halfway down the pit to help
in lowering and raising the Stokes litter.
April was secured in the litter, and
carefully pulled to the surface. At 2:15
April was on the surface, and in the care
of the doctor that was present. She was
immediately transferred to Bexar County
Hospital, and was later listed in fair
condition. The extent of her injuries
were a fractured skull, a compacted
vertebra
in her neck, and minor cuts
and bruises. She is in traction using a
clamp in her skull and is expected to
recover fully.

same time the poorly constructed helmet
liner split apart, letting the helmet come
in direct contact with her head. The helmet
was of the plastic type construction with
a label stating that it passed the ANSI
Z89.1 and Z89.2 safety requirements.
It is very evident that cavers in this
area have been depending on helmets of
very poor safety standards. The helmet
may stop a falling object, but the liners
will probably pop apart, leaving you with
no protection at all. We firmly believe
that this is one area in which cavers
should spend some extra money and purchase
a helmet that meets the standards of the
Mountain Safety Research Company.
April was fortunate enough to have
immediate medical aid from her caving
companions and from Terry Jones. The cave
rescue was carried out swiftly, and within
two hours after the accident she was out of
the cave and on the way to the hospital.

ANALYSIS
This accident was indeed freak as this
is not a cave of much activity and the
force applied to the exfoliated formation
(which could not be detected until it
broke loose) was much less than the force
applied when we rappeled using this
portion of the wall to spring from. It we
had not rigged two ropes April would have
been in a different position enabling her
to get out of the way of the falling rock.
One distinct fact that this accident
has made even more evident is the poor
quality hard hats that most cavers wear
as head gear. They are for the most part
no more than light carriers. Even though
the helmet April was wearing failed it
~id prevent her from further injury~ The
1mpact of the falling formation on April's
helmet caus ed the helmet to be compressed
down to the top o f her head, and at the
187

Photo by Ed Gelsone showing the spot
where the formation broke loose.

CORNE
._1 WtiiM• £11aott
"Cavernicole Corner" is a new feature
of The Texas Caver. Hopefully, I, or
some other Texas cave biologist, will be
bringing it to you on a monthly basis as
l ong as there is interesting subject
mat ter and inclination to write about· it.
I t ocurred to me the other day that there
i s a lot of biological literature on
Texas and Mexican caves that the average
Texas caver might like to hear about.
Hov1ever, most of it is written too technically to hold the layman's interest,
and, of course, it is usually found in
scientific journals not easily accessible
to cavers. My task will be to interpret
some of the more interesting stuff for
you, and to line up an occasional guest
columnist to write about his own work.
The result: something of educational as
well as entertainment value, and maybe a
li tt le help on various ongoing research
proj ects fLom you guys out there. This
mon t h's column is a book review.
What is a "cavernicole"? A cavernicole
is any cave-dwelling animal. This
cavernicole will be happy to receive
suggestions and inquiries at the following
address:
William R. Elliott
Dept. of Biology
Texas Tech University
Lubbock, Texas 79409

****************************

BOOK REVIEW
Natural History of Texas Caves. Edited by
Ernest L. Lundelius and Bob Slaughter.
~71. 174 pp., illus. Gulf Natural History,
~x 31097, Dallas, Texas 75231.
$6.00.
Unfortunately, this book was never
advertised and few cavers know about it.

It was briefly reviewed in the February
1972 NSS News, but is, I think, available
only through the publisher. None of the
authors involved ever said much about it
to anyone, probably because of the generally atrocious printing job that was
done, I understand, in a garage in Dallas.
Better printing has been done in garages
and school buses elsewhere, but let us go
on.
The volume is the published result of
a symposium on the natural history of
Texas caver delivered at the 1970 meetings
of the Texas Academy of Science at Angelo
State University, San Angelo. Those who
were there may remember the fine party at
Kunath's afterward, and the furor that
was nearly elicited by the rather obnoxious
"paper" given by Fred Gehlbach, of Baylor.
His published version, "An ecological
reflection on cave conservation" is a
good deal toned-down from the original
talk and maybe even worth reading.
Of the fifteen papers in the volume,
most are of educational value to the
caver, but three especially stand out.
•'cave and karst regions of Texas" by A.
Richard Smith discusses the major cave
areas of Texas, typical speleogenesis in
each area, groundwater, geology, distribution and numbers of caves, and "prospects for future work" in each area
(especially valuable for cave hunters).
One of Smith's illustrations got
"Slaughtered" (pun intended), but this
paper has the most practical value for
the caver.
"Fossil vertebrate remains in Texas
caves" by Lundelius and Slaughter
discusses the major paleontological caves
and what we have learned from them.
Problems the paleontologist encounters
with cave deposits are especially
interesting. Past distributions of
188

vert e . rates , as r ecorded in caves, tell
us that the c limat e was wetter and cooler
in t he late Pl eis t oce ne , and that the
dry-warm tr end of t he last 8000-10,000
years probably bega n earlier in the west
and progress ed ea stward . Range restriction
of certain spec ies indicates that soil
erosion caus e d by Europea n-introduced
agriculture has been very great, especially
in the last 100 years. Photos of some of
the bones a r e i nc luded. Inner Space is
misspelled "Interspace".
"The inve r tebrate fauna of Texas caves"
by Mitchell and Re dd e ll is a lengthy
(56 pp), but int ere sting article on cave
"bugs". The maj or groups of Texas cavernicoles ar e dis cussed and illustrated with
distribution ma ps and 50 of Robert W.
Mitchell's sup e rb phot os (very valuable
for the non-b i olo gi st ) . Ecology and
evolution of th e more interesting troglobites are discussed . Distributions and
speciation ( the pr oce ss by which new
species f orm) of the troglobites is
related to the devel opment of the Central
Texas karst.
The r e ~ai ning pa pe rs a r e of varying
interest and qua lit y. "Texas cl a stic
cave sediments" by Ruben ("Bud") Frank is
too technical and limit ed in scope for
general inter e st . It dis cusses Felton
Cave, Sutton Co. , and a filled cave in
Austin, Fyllan Cav e . "Fishes of Texas
caves" by Hubbs di s c uss e s the two species
of blind catfish known only from artesian
wells nea r Sa n An t onio. "Ezell's Cave"
by W.K . Dav is i s u s ~ ful reading for those
interest ed in th e l engthy hassle over
protecting th is va luab le b iotic site -the reader will s e e tha t protec ting a
cave can be a frustra tin g and tha nkless
task. "Herp e t ol ogy of Texas caves" by
Raun is mainly o f interest for its
discussion of blind cave s a lamanders .
" Avi a n b i ol ogy and Texas caves" by
Feduccia is ove r l y lo ng but provides some
int e r e st ing i n f ormat ion of Texas cave
·swallows . " Us e of Texas cave s by terrestrial mamma ls" by Ar thur Ha.rris points up
the s a d fa c t t ha t s i ghtings of javelinas,
racco on , rin gt a le s , skunks, etc. in caves
are r a r ely repo r ted to th e right people
(biologists ) . "B a t s of Texa s caves" by
Packard a nd Mollhagen gi ves photos and
distribut ion ma ps of our most common
spe c i e s, aga in ve ry u sef ul. "Archeology
of Texas cav e s" by Dibble a nd Alexander
necces a r i ly con c en t ra t e s on sh e lters of
the Tr a ns-P e cos Regi on, a nd is graced by
photos of t he f amo us Bonf ire Shelter
189

(where Paleo-Indians slaughtered ancient
bisons) and pictographs. "Potential
hazards to investigators of bat-inhabited
caves" by Sulkin and Allen tells how you
may be infected by rabies, histoplasmosis,
St. Louis encephalitis, and Rio Bravo
virus in bat caves, or by Relapsing Fever
from certain soft-ticks (don't laugh, the
latter happened to James Reddell!). "Tales
of caves and men" by Anderson, Hoover, and
Ritchie is a light-hearted look at some
Texas cave legends, including the infamous
Deadman's Hole near Marble Falls -and the
rip-off Salado Creek Gold mine of 1965.
Somehow the story of the Cascade Caverns
hermit was left out. Finally, "The Texas
Speleological Association" by Pete
Lindsley and Rex Shepperd is a brief
history of our regional organization and
a statement of its goals.
Everywhere the volume is marred by
bad half-tones, misspelllings, missing
words, switched pages, crooked lines, and
missing chunks of bibliographies. The
cover (a scene of the Squid Room in
"Interspace") looks like it was printed
with unctuous red Inner Space clay.
However, despite the production shortcomings, Natural History of Texas Caves
should be bought and read by every
serious Texas Caver. It may soon become a
collector's item too.

***********************
NEXT

MONTH
Tips, by James
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Carl Kunath has a very interesting
letter that was printed in full that
takes an honest look at the TSA and the
editor of the TEXAS CAVER. Some of his
comments piss me off, but all in all I
feel that he is fair.
The people that subscribed to the TC
last year, as well as the ones that sent
in material made the TC what it was last
year. To these people, I SALUTE you and
thank you. Cavers like Bob Oakley, Dale
Pate, Alicia Wisener, Gary Parsons, Gary
Owens, Kelly King, Bob Finger, Ronnie
Fieseler, William Dean, Greg Passmore,
Tom Byrd, Tom Iliffe, Mike Walsh, Ernst
Kastning, Glenn Darilek, and others are
the backbone of the TC. These people will
be there to assist the next editor of the
TC and the one after that. I hope that
others will join the ranks and help the
new editor of the TC, so that the 1976 TC
will be better than ever.
A great deal of thanks goes to my wife,
Mimi, who spent many long hours proofreading the TEXAS CAVER. We tried our best
to see that all misspelled words were
corrected before the issue was printed.
Some errors slipped by, but it was not
because we were not looking for them. If
Mimi had not proofread the TC, the issues
would contain so many misspelled words
that the Caver would have been impossible
to read.
As a closing note, I want to say again
that I have really enjoyed editing the TC
and sincerely hope that the 1976 TC is
better than ever.

The Editor Speaks

For the last twelve months the TEXAS
CAVER has been my life and breath - an
everyday project that has been one of the
mos t enjoyable projects that I have ever
unde rtaken. I was so wrapped up in the TC
that I judged what month it was by what
issue of the TC it was. The December
issue of the TC is going to be my last
is sue as I am giving up the editorship.
When I took on the editorship during the
las t part of 1974, I actually intended on
keeping the TC for several years. Since
the Caver has become such a close part of
my existence, I know I am going to miss
doing the TC each month. Why am I
giving it up then? The problem is simple
and complex at the same time.
I t really all boils down to one thing money. There is not enough money generated
fr om subscriptions for ME to print the
TEXAS CAVER.
I am not a printer. I have
a small press and that is all. I do not
have the ability to shoot negatives and
burn my own plates. All this work has to
be done for me by other people, and this
cos t has doubled since the time I printed
the TC for Glenn. Frankly, I can not
print the TC on the money brought in from
subscriptions. There are others in the TSA
that have stated that they can very
easily print the TC cheaper than my costs
have been this year. I am sure this is
true , and I feel that I should step aside
and l et these people produce the TEXAS
CAVER. My only interest is the good of
the TEXAS CAVER and the TSA, and I am not
interested in keeping the TC here in Waco
for some sort of ego trip.
I feel that I have done the very best
that I could do with the money and material
that was sent in to me during the past 12
months. I have made some mistakes in
jugdement, but I don't feel that I am
alone in this area. If the members of the
TSA gave the TEXAS CAVER full support, we
would have been able to produce the type
of caving publication that everyone wants.

James Jasek
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ZILCH CAVE
Zilch Cave was found and mapped during
the Kimble County Project and turned out
to be the second longest cave found during
the Project. What a rainy drearyProject
that was. Most of the caves that were
located were very short and grubby.
The entrance to Zilch Cave was found
in a bluff just above a dry creek bed. It
looked like one of several shallow caves
that did not go at all, and we were
systematically checking each one until we
found this one. Once past the fairly large
entrance we had to crawl about 150 feet
in one foot high passage until the cave
finally opened up in stoop high passage.
At this point the Knats were about to
drive us out of the cave. We could hear
the knats sizzling in our carbide flames.
It was at this point that ' the name Zilch
Cave was thought up. After about 100 feet
or more we came to a junction that lead
to an even bigger section of the cave.
Ever since the entrance of the cave we
were crawling and walking in bat guano
and we knew sooner or later we just might
meet up with the bats. In the lower
section of the large passage we did just
that. We retreated to the other end of
the passage and completed all sections of
the map up to this point. Then gritting
our teeth we made our way through the
bats to the back of the passage. We very
hurriedlycompleted the map and got the
heck out of the cave. By this time there
were bats everywhere. Uha!

GOVERNMENT CANYON BAT CAVE ·
Government Canyon Bat Cave is one of
those caves that you work on for a long
time with the owner to see. Any of you
that have had to experience to meet the
leasee of the land will never forget Mr.
Pope. A really strange man. He threw us
off his property several times. Each time
we would wait several months before going
191

back to ask again with the hopes that he
would have a change of heart. And so it
was on August 9, 1964, when a group of us
from San Antonio decided to try again. It
was early Sunday morning when we arrived
at the ranch. Mr. Pope was just getting
ready to ride his horse out past the cave
and he said we could follow him. Follow '
him we did over some of the worst roads ?
that my poor Corvair had ever seen. After
he went from here to there doing his
chores and loving every moment of making
us follow him, he took us to the cave.
The cave turned out to be well. worth
the trouble we had gone through to finally
get in. Since we knew that this might be
our last chance to see the cave, we mapped
and photographed the cave. The cave is
one very large room some 400 feet long
and 60 feet wide in places. There were
very few bats in the cave at this time of
year, but from the amount of guano in the
cave, we could tell that the bats had been
living in this cave for many years. There
were sections of the cave near the wall
that indicated that the guano could be
at least 20 feet thick as we were able t o
see down small areas around formations
next to the wall that looked like the
wall continued way down. The ceiling
height ranged from two feet all the way
up to 50 feet. Once inside the cave, we
were able to walk freely in any direction .

ZILCH CAVE
KIMBLE COUI.JTY, TEXAS
SEPTEMBER 2' 1967
COMPASS & TAPE SURVEY
J. JASEK
R. SUMMAR

L. CANTIL£
M.BALES

GOVERNMENT CANYON BAT CAVE
BEXAR COUNTY, TEXAS
AUGUST 9, 1964
JAMES JASEK: PLOT & SKETCH
FRANK JASEK
LEONARD CLARK
DON BLEDSOE
AL BRANDT
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Dear Jim;
\\Till you print the following query in
the Texas Caver please?

KICK BACK
Dear Jim;
Please publish the following item in
th e next available Texas Caver:
"The Board of Directors of the Edwards
Unde rground Water District authorized the
Manager to investigate sites for any type
of project which showed promise of
i nc reasing the underground water supply.
Medina County Director Harlan Wolff,
Chai rman of the Medina Valley Soil and
Wa te r Conservation District, a representat ive of the EUWD and the US Geological
Survey have located a potential site for
di ver sion of water from Seco Creek into a
cavernous opening on the Woodward Ranch.
The USGS has computed that the max imum
addi tional recharge from diversion of
water through a channe l into the opening is
1, 41 6 acre-feet of water a year. In order
to accomplish diversion a concrete
st ru c ture would have to be constructed on
Seco Creek and a channel excavated to the
cave . Investigations are continuing to
det ermine both the engineering and
economic fe~sibility. The construction of
a di version· dam on Seco Creek will require
a per mit from the Texas Water Rights
Commission. Preliminary estimates
indi cate that the project is feasible."
The cave proposed for recharge is
Valdina Farms Sinkhole described in "The
Cave s of Medina County',TSS Vol. II, No.1.
Although recharge might flush out all the
nasty guano soup in the cave, it surely
would have a detrimental effect on the
blind salamander population and other parts
of t he fragile ecosystem of the cave.
The 1,416 acre-feet of water per year
is 461.4 million gallons per year.
You can write to "The Edwards Bulletin"
2603 Tower Life Bldg., San Antonio, Texas
7820 5, and let your comments be known.

HELP!
I need the locations of the following
caves for my PhD dissertation on Texas cave
millipeds:
Kerr County - Mingus Root Cave, Pinto
Cave, Seven Room Cave,
Smith Cave.
Real County - Skeleton Cave (probably
Owl Hollow 7~ topo)
Uvalde County - Cedar Brake Cave
I need coordinates for these caves, or
lacking that, a description and sketch
map of how to get to them so they can be
plotted on topo maps. The purpose is fora
geographic analysis of variation in the
millipeds Speodesmus and Cambala. The
TSS does not have these locations, so I
hope someone out there can help me.
Thanks,
William R Elliott, NSS 10847
Dept of Biology
Texas Tech Universit y
Lubbock, Texas 79409

I

Thanks,
Dick Smith
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Caver:

"The Caves of the Dog Soldiers" by
Ronnie Fieseler in the August issue of the
Texas Caver was interesting to me . I lived
in Coleman, Texas from 1932 till 1942 and
experienced a little history of the
place. I traveled around and explored on a
bicycle.
\fuat I can add to Fieseler' s story might
91 .
be a little interesting to some. ~ere the
Dog Soldiers cave location is was a sand
,_
mine when I was there, and a Glass Factory
in East Santa Anna. I visited the place.
c::::J . ..
I recall that someone told me that the
.,
factory is no longer in operation.
The first wild cave I ever found was
located under the cap-rock on the north
side of Santa Anna Mtn. The year was 1939
and the event has always been fresh in my
mind. The cave didn't go! I also have first
news clippings of New Cave when it was
first found in the Guads around 1937.
Never saw an Indian when I lived in
Coleman, but then the signs were fresh.
Plenty of Civil War vets and old Indian
fighters were standing around the streets
telling stories. Blacksmith Shops were in
business. Model A and Model T cars were
popular. Wooden spokes were common. A
Model T ran over my foot when I stepped off
the running board and it didn't even hurt.
Jim White still thought Carlsbad Caverns
was HIS cave. No Indians visible in Coleman
County but their points were common. I
still have a collection I picked up on the
frams around old Camp Colorado. The
Indians buried their dead on the east end
of the high points. A Texas Ranger
discovered that fact before I did and he
had the largest collection of Indian relics~--··----·----------,
that I ever saw. He displayed them in the
show windows of large stores. The ranger no
doubt remembered the days when good
Indians were considered dead ones and the
Government was trying to destroy their
culture . Times have changed.
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Sincerely,
David B. Isaac
Box 534
Morenci, Arizona
Dear Caver;
Rumo r has it that old twisted Austin
caver, Eue ll Gibbons, has donned purple
clothing to match his Grape Nuts.
Fogo Bagens
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I like the new format which I think will do
until you have enough money to go back to
the old format. Keep up the good work.
Phil Jank
Good job on the Airman's Cave issue!
William Elliott

Editor, TEXAS CAVER;
Your most recent editorial announcing
a projected $300 deficit for the 1975 TC
prompts me to share some thoughts about
the Texas Speleological Association and
the Texas_ Caver that I have formed during
my years as a Texas caver.
First, it is crucial to consider the
basic nature of the TSA and of its voice,
the TC. It is incredible that either exists.
How can cavers as geographically diverse as
Lubbock, Dallas, Houston, and Alpine hope
to find happiness in the same organization
or be served satisfactorily by a common
newsletter? It strains the imagination to
conceive how it might succeed even if we
all caved in a common area. The fact that
it has worked at all is a remarkable
t r iumph. That its success should take on
a cyclical nature should not come as a
surprise -- it should be expected, even
predicted in advance. Can businessmen
from Abilene find happiness with engineers
from Dallas and hippies from Austin? Again,
th e result might be predicted. Common
sense indicates that we should not have
great expectations fo; such an organization.
Again, all the more remarkable to review
the accomplishments credited to such a
motley group and find that it has not been
altogether a failure.
With the multitude of negative factors
weighing the outcome in advance, one may
ri ghtfully wonder by what miracle the
organization and its "official" publication
still exist.

constitute the majority of all cavers at
any give time. A transient, in my opinion,
is a person whose entire caving career
spans only 3-4 yea~s or less (roughly the
length of time it takes to get a college
education). These people never make a
"committment" to caving and are capable
of turning it off as easily and completely
as they turned it on. There . is nothing at
all wrong with that, but it is important
for "category Ill" people to be able to
recognize them as "category f/3" people.
4) Potential politicians. These are the
"much noise - little action" people. Every
organization has them and they are useful
as "devil's advocates" if nothing else.
However, they are a real hinderance if not
correctly identified as "category 1/4" at
the outset. Do not confuse them with
"category 1/1" people who happen to be
somewhat politically oriented.
I believe that "category 1" people
control any organization; usually by
rather subtle means and almost unintentionally. But after all, the accomplishments
of the organization are, for the most
part, the accomplishments of these
individuals. For example, did the TSA
set up any of its projects or conventions?
Do you begin to see that the TSA never
does anything?

I

lr

v/:

It is the way of things for humans to
f
differ. In the case of "cavers" those
.
.
J.,
di f ferences are pronounced indeed. Yet, in
reviewing my acquaintances in the caving
I
world, I find that hundreds of cavers fit
neatly into only a few categories: 1)
I. , ,
Per sons of incredible energy and correspondingly great accomplishment. These are scarce,~~~~~~~~~~;;~~~~~~~~
and when their contributions cease for
ts
~..'-~
whatever reason, the reprocussions are
loud indeed. These are the "one-percenter's"
who make it all work. 2) Unbelievably
helpful people who are there when you need
them but almost never write a report,
organize a meeting or otherwise call
attention to themselves. These too are in
short supply, although not as scarce as
"category 1/1". Some of these people stay
around for years and are the backbone of
any organization. 3) Transients. These

\·. ..: now draw closer to the heart of the
matter. If, as I claim, the TSA never
does anything, then why does it continue
to exist? The answer, I believe, is a
simple one. The TSA serves as a social
organization (as opposed to a working
organization). Do not be deceived by its
outwardly democratic aspects. Except in
rare instances, delegates to the TSA BOG
meeting are not instructed by majority
vote of the group they "represent". It
follows that the proceedings of the TSA
are governed by those people in attendance
at any particular BOG meeting. That is
alright since they are the TSA at that ~
moment, but so much for the "democratic
process". Along these same lines, the TSA
is the "voice" of the Texas cavers to
outsiders, including the NSS. That is a
farce also, since our elected officers
have no delegated powers. They state
personal opinions and act independently
except in rare instances where the problem
or question is of such duration that time
allows discussion and vote before the
"elected delegates" to the TSA BOG meeting.
I am not criticizing this situation
merely stating the facts as I see them.
I view the TSA as a social group that meets
several times a year to determine if there
is anyone present who may be willing to
make arrangements for the next meeting,
convention, project, or whatever. At these
meetings, ideas are shared and therein
lies the sole accomplishment of the TSA.
It provides a central meeting place at
regular intervals. That's good, and we
need that. Just don't get too excited
about anything else.
What is the TEXAS CAVER? The TC began
in the mid 1950"s as a dittoed publication
by several cavers at the University of
Texas. It was kind of like the club
newspaper except that it did get small
contributions from cavers in Dallas and
Abilene. The people in Austin messed
around with the TC for about five years
before abandoning the whole idea as
unworkable. Besides, most of the
organizers were graduating, moving away,
etc. Up through 1960, the TC was just an
average newsletter --- nothing fancy.
From 1961 through 1964 Jim Estes, of
Abilene, changed the whole perspective.
The most important change was putting out
the TC on schedule. Thus, for the first
time, it became a newsletter rather than
197
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SAFETY TIP!
Crowding around the edge of a pit is
dangerous. Watch out for the other guy and
remember - SAFE CAVING IS NO ACCIDENT.

a history report. Events could be
announced and items of current interest
aired before those who might care. The
second, and less important, change was in
the quality of the TC. Pictures on the
cover each month, justified margins,
careful proofreading and cave-related
content set a precedent for all subsequent
efforts and gave the TC an enviable
reputation in the caving world. But
remember, the TSA didn't do this -- Estes
did. This was in the days before OZTOTL,
C.V. NEWS, PASS OUT, BEXAR GROTTO NEWSLETTER, AMCS NEWS, INSIDE EARTH, BALCONES
NEWSLETTER, AGGIE NEWSLETTER, UTG NEWSLETTER, and SOUTHWEST TEXAS STUDENT GROTTO
NEWSLETTER were competing in the newsletter
market. The UTG NEWS was around and the
TSS and NSS, but they didn't "steal"
much material. Estes still had his
problems. There was never enough good
material or sufficient money, and not
nearly all the cavers subscribed, but he
got by. Estes called it "The Official
Newsletter of the Texas Speleological
Association'', but the TSA had had nothing
to do with it. The TEXAS CAVER belonged
to Estes.

In 1965 and 1966, Pe te Lindsley and a
few Dallas people did the TC. They had all
the same problems as Estes and more, but
the TC came out reasonab ly on time and with
a somewhat mor e lib e ral content. Subscriber
count increased.
In 1967, the TC went back to Abilene,
but t o George Gray instead of James Estes.
Gray ' s Editorship ended in disas t er for
th e TC with subscr ibe rs dropping out
wholesale. After a ll , why should t hey pay
good money for a news lett e r which was
running months behind and sc r eaming for
contributions whil e not printing materia l
on hand? Herein lie s the "First Ultimate
Truth for Caving News letter": PUBLISH OR
PERISH! Two pages on time is better than
20 pages three months lat e .
Beginning in 1970, the TC ha s had a
new Editor eac h year, a nd the TC has prospered
or perished according to the
efforts a nd ability of the Editor. The
TSA financially ba il ed out the 1969 and
1972 TC and f i nally go t around to providing
some sort of official support fo r the TC.
At this point we are told that the 1975 TC
fa ces a proje c ted deficit of $300 and I
have to '.vonder, "what kind of financial
midgets are in char ge here'?". Unlike the
Federal government, we cannot legally
counterfeit more currency when \ve run out.
Check out the definition of " budget" in
your Funk & Wagnel's.
The 1975 TC has been issu ed on an
unbelievable regular bas is , obeying the
11
Fi rst Ultimate Truth". Wh y then does it
need more subscribers to pay its own way?
Obviously, costs have increased
tremendously. The rate should probably be
$6 now in view of the fact that it was $4
in 1970 and $3 in 1964. This would let
the TC pay its way with no increase in
subscriber count. But \vhy aren't there
more subscribers? There certainly are
more cavers than ever before and the
price is well within the reach of anyone
who can afford to go caving. The
conclusion is obvious. People are not
subscribing because they don't think it is
worth the price. "Content unsatisfactory",
in other words. Now you can't expect to
please them most of the time, the subscribers
count will decrease until you do.* This
brings us to the "Second Ultimate Truth
for Caving Newsletters": GIVE THE PEOPLE
~AT THEY WANT.
If you publish on time
and give the subscribers what they want to

read, you will soon reach maximum
subscriber penetration. If, having done
this, the problem is untenable from any
standpoint, the whole project should be
a bandoned without remorse rather than kept
alive artificially in a "vegetable"
condition.
It does no good to harass the subscribers for material. Only 5% will ever
make any contribution. That's the way
cavers are -- face it. However, those 5%
are capable of supporting a tremendous TC
and the Editor must give them the desire
to do so. Issues devoted almost exclusively
to "report of accident" and anemic rewrites of previously published articles
will not accomplish this. The Editor must
make up in enthusiasm and hard work what
the average subscriber lacks in motivation.
People, never forget that Editing the
TC is a non-paying job! Essentially, the
editor of the TC is expected to do the
impossible, and is freely criticized when
he doesn't perform. Most often the fault
lies elsewhere, but sometimes it is the
Editor's fault. There is an easy way to
tell. Make sure the Editor has plenty of
material to choose from and the money to
print it. See what the TC looks like
under those conditions.
Eventually, some decision must be
reached as to the sort of publication this
sector of the caving world can support.
Perhaps we may now hear from some of the
5 percenters about this.
Carl Kunath
* I said that.
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Editor, Texas Caver:
Congratulations on a fine November
issue! It was one of the best issues in
recent memory.
What has become of the "Trip Reports"?
"Honeymoon" Cave is actually "Fartz"
Cave. See Texas Caver, September 1974,
pages 158-159.
Enclosed is my $4.50 (a bargain!) for
another year of the Texas Caver.
Carl Kunath

YES! What has become of the trip reports?
The only thing I can think of is that no
one is caving in Texas anymore.
The Editor
Dear Jim;
Great article on Airman's Cave!
Roger Bartholomew
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On August 25, 1975, the American expedition
to Pierre Saint-Martin set a new depth
record of 1330 meters .

eow Wow
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Oglesby Caverns
Sometimes Jrumors about caves pay off
as did the one I heard about a cave at
Oglesby, Texas. I first heard about this
cave from a man that repairs the typewriters in our office. He told me about
this cave that he knew about, but had
never been in. He gave me directions to
the cave ~nd as it turned out it was
several weeks before I could find the
free time to get out to the location. We
spent hours walking over every inch of the
area that he told us about. Since we didn't
have any luck locating the cave, we figured
it was just a fluke. Next time I saw him
I told him that we looked for hours with
no luck. He agreed to take me out there and
show me where it was. As it turned out
his directions were somewhat off, but after
a short look, we did find the entrance.
There it was, a sinkhole type entrance
about 50 feet in diameter with a small
short drop of three feet at the bottom.
We returned the following weekend with
proper equipment to enter the cave. The
entrance was really small. It droppP.d
about three feet to a narrow crevice about
one foot wide. We made a really thorough
check for snakes, as this was the main
sight of the annual rattlesnake hunt, and
we were told that many a snake was taken
from the cave. No snakes were found or
heard, so we cautiously made our way down
and through the opening. We had to turn on
our sides to slip through the entrance, but
once past this the cave opened up into a
fair sized room that was about 6 feet high.
This was really exciting. A cave this close
t o Waco was something. Olgesby is about
25 miles from Waco. Just a few feet past
this room was a long crevice in the floor.
One end of it slanted down to a very small
opening. It was hard work getting to the
bottom of the crevice to check out this
hole that didn't go. As you can see from
the map the cave extends in a straight
line almost three hundred feet to the end
of the cave. A great deal of the cave is
walking or slight stooping. About half

way down the passage was an interesting
dome-pit that looked like this area of the
cave took a lot of water when the rain was
heavy enough to back up ground water. The
rocks and walls were washed clean while
the rest of the cave was sticky with mud.
We wormed our way to the bottom of this
pit, but were just not skinny enough to
fit through the small holes. No human
could.
The rest of the cave was five feet and
lower until at the end of the cave the
passage pinched off at less than one
foot. The floor was muddy and the air at
the back of the cave was not at all very
fresh. We were sure that the C02 was
pretty high, but had no way of testing for
sure.
We made several trips to the cave
before we grew tired of it. We mapped the
cave and took some photographs in the cave.
One main reason that we cut off trips
to the cave was the experience that Kelly
King had at the cave. I gave Kelly and a
friend directions to the cave for a short
Sunday trip. Several hours later, they
stopped by my place to tell me that they
had found the cave, but decided to cut
the trip short when Kelly saw the largest
rattlesnake of his life crawl down into the
cave just as he was squeezing through the
entrance himself. It seems that Kelly was
crawling into the cave while his buddy was
waiting on the surface. He looked down at
his feet just in time to see the tail end
of a very large snake entering the cave.
He yelled SNAKE! and Kelly looked up just
in time to see the snake hanging down just
inches from his face. Kelly recalls that
he yelled with all his might and rolled
down into the cave. Where the snake went
he doesn't know and didn't care. Kelly
said that he flew out of the cave without
even touching the walls of the tight
squeeze. What a terrible experience for
anyone. None of us have been back to the
cave since this incident.
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Flash Reflectors
distance away) are reflected. If the
process is reversed by putting a point
source of light at the focus then the
parabolic reflector will reflect all the
rays which hit it from the source into a
concentrated parallel beam which travels
out from the reflector and which spreads
out very little. Therefore "The Blaster"
produces a very narrow angle beam that is
useful for lighting the top of a very high
formation or the high ceiling of a room.
Also if fired down a tunnel passage it does
not light up the walls brightly near the
camera, but gives a fairly uniform lighting
of the walls for a good distance from the
camera. It is also good for taking a shot
of a caver rappelling down a rope where the
camera is at the bottom of the rope. In
this situation it gives a strong illumination
of the caver when he is a good ways above
the bottom. It will also throw a lot oi
light on a formation high up on a wall so
that a close up picture can be made with
a telephoto lens. For this type of shot,
I can close down the lens by .one f-stop
with Kodachrome 25. For example, if I
would use f4 with a normal folding fan
reflector, I can use f5.6 with "The Blaster".

After using a folding fan flashgun for
cave photography for several years, I began
to become aware of its limitations. It
could not do the job for certain types of
cave shots. The cave photographer has
almost absolute control of his lighting,
but having just one type of flash reflector
narrows down the possible options. Therefore I designed and built two types of
flash bulb reflectors to fill in the dark
~rea left by my regular units.
Before continuing with the text of
this article, it would be good to look at
the three pictures in figure 1 and try to
1otice the difference in the patterns of
Light produced by each of the three
reflectors. Then look at the corresponding
irawings in figure 2 to see what type of
reflector is producing the light patterns.
~ote that each picture and its corresponding
irawing has the same number.
Drawing number one shows the reflector
vhich I call "The Blaster". You can see
:hat it is a deep parabolic reflector
vith a half inch focal length. The focus
>f a parabola is a particular point to
1hich all parallel lighc rays (that is those
_ight rays coming from a source a long

2

fig. I
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"The Blaster" was made by casting a
plaster of paris replica of the curve in
drawing one, figure 2. A cardboard template
was used as a guide and a rough plaster of
paris casting was filed and sanded until
it fit the template. Then wedge shaped
st r ips of heavy aluminum foil were placed
shi ny side down over the mold and covered
with fiberglass resin and old parachute
nylon. Then the mold was slipped out and
the bulb socket was fitted to the end so
that the center of the M3B bulb was one
hal f inch from the base of the parabola.
Sur prisingly, it is very hard to make a
good socket for the "M" flashbulb. Then
the battery, capacitor, open flash switch,
and a super photo slave were added. See
the TEXAS CAVER, January 1972, Vol. 17,
page 3 for details on the photo slave.
The second photo in figure 1 shows the
light pattern from reflector 2, figure 2.
It is a wide angle reflector having a large
Le i ts folding fan and two sockets side by
side so that two M3B's can be placed in the
re f lector. This unit gives a big flash
that can light up a wide cave wall or
wh i ch can give an overall illumination to
a s cene. This unit is also fitted with a
super cave slave.
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The third photo and drawing depict the
light pattern and the configuration
of a normal folding fan flash gun. Note
here that the curves of the folding fan
in drawings 2 and 3, in figure 2 are
approximated by a parabola. The actual
fans are much more irregular in shape
because of their construction.
The crucial question remains as to
whether these reflectors produce good cave
Photos. From my experience I would say
that they help. For example, the best
color slide in the 1970 NSS Photo Salon

was taken using all three of these
reflectors. The best slide in the 1970
NSS Photo Salon was taken with the wide
angle unit 2 providing an overall
illumination to the scene and with several
regular units (#3 type) scattered about
to brighten selected areas. Also in the
best color print in the 1970 NSS Photo
Salon, "The Blaster" (unit #1) was used to
light the high ceiling in the back of the
room.
Good cave photography results from
sound practices and good equipment, a lot
of work, and little bit of luck. New and
more versatile flash refectors have
played and will play significant roles.
Much more work needs to be done in this
area . For example, a reflector which
produces a beam which is narrow in one
direction and wide in a perpendicular
direction would be very useful in some
situations.
For those interested in designing a
parabola of a particular focal length, I
include the following note. The formula
for a parabola with the focus as a
parameter is: y = (l/4f)x2 where f is the
focal length. Just substitute in the
focal length you want and calculate the y
values using increasing values of x.
I also want to thank R.D. Toye for
helping me take and process the photos
that were used to illustrate the article.

DEVER'S CAVE
October 12, 1975
Doug Maitland, Tom Mills
Reported by: Tom Mills
We left San Antonio about 1:00 PM. We
located the property with no trouble and
found the owner very hospitable. We were
expecting a real mud hole since this cave
is in the Helotes area, but we were
surprised.The cave consisted of basically
one lar ge room about 50 feet long, 15 feet
wide and 6 feet tall with a pit at the
back. The pit was about 40 feet deep with
a domepit at the same point about 15 feet
up. We rappelled into the pit and looked
around. What a cave this was for the
Helotes area ! There was actually white
flowstone. Anyone who has ever gone caving
in the He lotes area knows what I am talking
about. There were a few soda straws
growing out of the domepit from what looked
like mi gh t be an upper passage, but we were
unabl e to climb up into the dome to check
it out. We dug around in the bottom of
the pit for a while, but found nothing.
After spending about one hour in the
cave, we exited and were on the road. We
then t ried to gain entrance to Fair Hole,
but were unabl e to locate the owner. So
we headed back for San Antonio.
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Caving in Texas has been cancelled due t o
lack of interest or lack of interest in
the TEXAS CAVER or something?

Multiple Flash
Multiple flash photography is the
technique of setting off more than one
flash to expose your picture. This can
come in handy when you come across a large
room that you want to take a picture of.
Setting off more than one flash will
enable you to light up the entire room,
1vith even lighting, from the camera
position. You can also use this technique
to increase the depth-of-field of a
picture.
The idea is based on the principle
that light falls off in intensity as the
square of the distance increases. This
square of the distance can be easily
related to the £-stops on your lens in a
manner that is very easy to remember.
lfuen you figure the £-stop for your
exposure by dividing the distance into
the guide number, you get the exposure
for ONE FLASH. The number of flashes can
be related to the £-stops by counting
from the £-stop for one flash in the
following manner: 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32 etc.
The calculated £-stop takes one flash,
the next stop takes two flashes, the next
stop four flashes, the next eight flashes
and so on. For example; lets say that
you want to take a picture of a room that
is 200 feet across, and that your guide
number is 250. After dividing the distance
into the guide number, the £-stop for the
exposure is £1.2. If your lens is
capable of opening to fl.2 you could take .J.
this picture, but lets assume that you
:-have a lens with a maximum opening of f2. 8. :,
Since one flash will expose the picture
at fl.2, then it will take two flashes at
f2, and four flashes at £2.8. By setting
off four flashes one at a time or all at
once from the camera position, your room
shot will be properly exposed.
As for all theory in photography, this
technique is only a starting point for
your exposure. Dark colored cave walls
will probably require that you open up a
stop or two over the calculated exposure.
Bracket some of your first shots using
this method, and write down the exposure
data. When you view the pictures, you can
then decide just how this will work for

you. Once you determine the correct
technique for you, it will provide you
with a powerful method of taking pictures
of any room you come across.
Another interesting idea in multiple
flash photography was related to me by
John Bridges of Cascade Caverns. He told
me that when he needs additional light,
he tapes several flash bulbs together and
inserts the base of one into his flash
unit. When one bulb is fired, the heat
ignites all the other bulbs. With this
method you can fire several bulbs all at
the same time. The efficiency of this
method would depend on the reflector that
was being used. The fan-type reflectors
would loose a great deal of the l~t,
where a deep bowl reflector would tend to
retain the light and send it on to the
picture area. Here the loss of light
would not be as noticeable. Using this
approach you could hand hold a large room
picture if you were caught without a
tripod.
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Some of the old timers to Texas caving
like Bill Russell will recall the Devil's
Lane as it is called by the local people
living in the town of Moschiem located
about eight miles west of Valley Mills.
The Devil's Lane can not be classified
as a cave as the entire crevice is open
at the top. This long crack or crevice is
located alon g the Middle Bosque River
about one mile up river from an old
abandoned steel bridge. Barry Hawkins
took a notion to map this interesting
area and arrived just as it was getting
dark. We mapped well into the evening
stopping about midnight as it started to
rain. The rain caused us to stop mapping
as we just got to the entrance. All of
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the crevice is not mapped. There is still
several hundred feet of mapping to be
done NNE of the entrance. It has been
said that this crevice ex tends for miles
along the ridge of the Middle Bosque
River, but we checked the area out pretty
well and were not able to find anywhere
near that much crevice. The Devil's Lane
has all the appearance of a cave except
for the open roof. It is really a strange
experience, and a very interesting place
to visit on a Sunday afternoon. This is
located just outside McLennen County. We
were disappointed as we thought we would
finally be able to boast of something
unusual in McLennen County. One of these
days we will find a cave to boast about.
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RED ARROW
Red Arrow Cave can be classified as
one of the many caves of Real and Edwards

caves that are difficult or impossible to
get permission to enter. Caves like
t'npe Cave, Dragoll, Hill Top, and Palace
Cave are all exciting caves to visit and
a number of us have had the pleasure to
Visit before heavy traffic closed the
caves. I understand that Red Arrow is
now open for limited access and so it

should remain. It would be great if
these caves could again be opened to
cavers on a limited basis. The ideal thing
would be for some cavers to regain entry
to these caves with the understanding that
caving would only be done a few times a
year and only with these people along to
insure proper conduct to maintain caverrancher relationships.
We visited Red Arrow Cave on the way
to Project Deep in 1965, and mapped the
cave at this time. The cave is almost
1000 feet long, and a very sizable cavern .•
The cave is adorned with both wet and
dry formations. There are numerous cave
pearlslocated in a pool some of which are
three inches in diameter. There are
massive formations that extend almost to
the ceiling in several places. The cave
does not take a very long time to explore,
but again it is one of the caves that we
should do our best to keep open.
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A SALUTE
I know you are not going to believe
this, but my story really happened and
i~s so strange that I want to share it
with you. My companions and myself were
in a fairly large cave out in west Texas.
Something happened and I found that I had
mistakenly strayed from my companions. I
knew where the entrance was, but I felt
that I could easily find my friends, so
I continued wandering through the cave.
I must have searched for the good partof
an hour without any luck. I had just sat
down to rest when I saw a light off to
my left. At last I thought, I had finally
found my friends.
A lone caver walked up to me that
definitely wasn't from my group. I didn't
think any other cavers had entered the
cave, but it was possible that they had
been some later. He walked up to me and
said Hi~ my name is Preston. We go t to
talking and he said he had been exploring
the cave for quite a few years now and
that he would show me a lot of the cave
if I would go with him. Something drew
me to the way he handled himself and his
genuine smile that was always present.
I figured I had nothing to lose so I
followed him.
He led me through several places I had
been to before and then, as if by magic,
a passage appeared in front of us that
looked strange. He claimed that the
passage had been found once, but had been
lost · - ~ r:avers for many years now. My
eagerne~s grew as he led me further into
the unknown, unexplored porti9ns of the
cave.
Finally, after what must have been
miles of passage and sights that had
never been known, Preston said that it
was time for me to leave. He led me back
to the entrance and told me that my
friends were waiting for me outside. When
I asked if he were going to come out, he
answered that he had no desire to, this
cave was his home. He touched my hand in
a final goodbye and started back down
the breakdown slope. I watched his light
slowly disappear into the darkness and
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then I climbed up and out of the entrance
only to find my companions waiting for
me.
After trying to explain what had
happened, I gave up. It was useless, I
couldn't make them believe. They figured
I had gone crazy and they were thankful
that I had found my way back out.
After the trip was over and I had
cleaned up and was resting, I pulled out
some old Texas Cavers. After glancing
through several, I came to the February
1967 issue. As I turned to page 20, I
came face to face with a picture of the
caver I had met in the cave. It was a
picture of Preston McMichael. He had
been my companion and my guide and how
he came to be there, I can't answer. All
I know is that when he touched my hand t o
say goodbye, he left part of his spirit
with me.
Now perhaps you don't really believe
my story and perhaps you really shouldn't,
but I believe it. I only wish that I
could have been caving the years Preston
had. But somehow just knowing of Preston
has helped me to try to be a better caver.

ARE WE SfiLLitJ 1Hf
'816 ROOM f

The Cave of the Rio Jalpan
As I walked into the cave,
I felt a timeless flow.
The currents of its river
Reached deep within my soul.
The endless churnings in the darkened pools
Carved winding passages through my mind.
The waters surged against me.
I felt its strength, its restlessness.
I began to flow with time
And it surrounded me.
For a brief instant, I was a part
Of the endless flowings, the restless churnings.
For a hrief instant, I felt the power
Held deep within the cave.
Even now, I feel the forces of the cave
Surging through me.
Even now, I feel the restless churnings,
The endless flowings.
Dale Pate
September 2, 1975

The First Aid Kit
First aid for the spelunker begins with
YOU and the first aid kit, an essential
that should be carried by each member on
the cave trip. The kit should be small,
compact, and waterproof and contain enough
of the right first aid items to be useful.
The YOU part of the first aid kit
should be prepared with a fair understanding of first aid. It is not enough to
just have the kit along, YOU must be able
to do something with it when the time
comes, and we all hope that time will
never come. This brings up a thought -

cave with enough foresight and saf ety t hat
will prevent all but a real accident.
There are dozens of first aid kits on
the market along with dozens of lists of
items to carry in a first aid kit, but
only a few are suitable for the caver. A
very compact first aid kit can be put into
an ammo pouch sold at most Surplus Stores
for a dollar or less. While you are at
the surplus store check to see what first
aid items they have. The Army has some
waterproof battle dressings that fit
easily into the ammo pouch. Get severalof
these along with a number of triangular
bandages if they happen to have them.
Make up several first aid kits, so that
every member of the caving party will have
a first aid kit to carry.
The kit described here will enable you
to help a person with a simple laceration
to splinting a broken bone. The first aid
kit is only an e xtension of your hands.
Be sure that you back up your hands with
enough knowledge to actually put the kit
to good use. Remember this compact kit
you carry is highly specialized containing
only the bare essentials. The rest is up
to YOU!
The first aid kit described here is
designed for the type of accidents that
can occur in a cave. A fall is probably
the one most serious accident that can
happen while caving. This will result in
broken bones, lacerations, external bleeding, internal bleeding, and SHOCK. With
the first aid kit, you will be able to
treat all but the internal bleeding. The
triangular bandages gathered from each
member of the caving party will enable
you to splint the broken bones, bleeding
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can be controlled or stopped with the
bandages, and shock can be treated with
the space blanket. Shock is the number
one killer in an accident. If a person is
not properly treated for shock, they can
go into irreversible shock and die. Keep
the injured person warm and dry.
The following is a list of the items
that will easily fit inside the ammo pouch:
Asprins - for headaches and pain ( if
internal bleeding is suspect ed
do not give anything by
mouth)
Soap - to wash your hands and the
injured area
Betadine Swab Aid - Kills germs on
contact to clean wounds.
Neosporin Ointment - Antibacterial
ointment to prevent infection.
Scissors - a very sharp pair for
cutting clothing, hair, tape.
Tweezers Needle Bandaids - at least six
Roller gauze - 1 inch by 10 yards.
Gauze pads - 4X4 for large cuts and
soaking up bleeding wounds.
Adhesive tape - making bandages,
holding gauze pads in place.
Triangular bandage - for splinting
broken bones, sprained ankles,
holding bandages in place.
Battle dressing - for severe bleeding.
Space Blanket - for treating shock by
keeping the person warm.
All of the items ex cept the triangular
bandage, battle dressing, and space
blanket will fit inside a large metal
bandaid box. The adhesive tape can be
wrapped around the outside of the box in
two different widths. The battle dressing,
triangular bandage and space blanket will
fit in the bottom of the ammo pouch.
The ammo pouch has been designed to
clip to the pistol belt and can easily
become part of your regular caving gear.
Since it is small and lightweight it will
not be in your way. There is no reason fo r
you not to carry it. Since you are only
carrying one triangular bandage it will be
necessary for other members of the party
have first aid kits so they can be combined.

The Accident
HEY! JOHN FELL! The man on the bottom
ment to be a guide as to what to do for
r ushed over to John lying there on the
this type of accident, it is only meant to
flo or of the cave. What now? What would
make you aware of the complexity of an
yo u do? Just think how bad you would feel
accident. The time to learn what to do in
if there was no first aid kit to help your
an accident is before it happens. Take the
fri end. Don't let this happen to you.
time to learn some first aid. The Red
Let's take a look at some of the things
Cross and the State Health Dept. both have
t ha t you will have to do immediately after
advanced first aid courses that you can
an accident. Someone in the caving party
take. The cost is either free or very
will have to assume command of the situation
low. Take time out from the TV set and
so that everyone will have a specific job
take a comprehensive first aid course.
t o do. Approach the injured person with
The entire grotto could arrange for an
care so that further injury to the person
advanced first aid course with the Red
wil l not occur or to yourself if they are
Cross. Just think of the peace of mind
st ill close to a pit.
that everyone in the grotto would have if
Make a quick examination of the person
everyone knew what to do in an accident.
t o see if the victim is breathing easily
on his own, and that there is no severe
bleeding. Run your hands gently over all
~EE) ~Al.l ~\Jlt>oo HOW
par ts of the body to detect bleeding. If
ABov) DOUlG A~Attl?,
bleeding is detected, cut away the clothing
so that the wound can be examined and
t reated.
S~nd at least two members of the party
out of the cave to call for help, and
give a description of the injuries of the
vic tim to the authorities.
Once you know that the person is breathi ng on his own and that severe bleeding
has been stopped, you can proceed with a
more through examination and final treatment. When all the first aid treatment
has been completed, be sure that you keep
t he person warm and comfortable. Talk to
t he injured person. Tell him what you are
doing, that outside help is being sought,
and that you are doing all you can to
help him. Unless he can walk easily on
his own, do not try to move him until
outside help arrives.
Treatment of an accident is greatly
simplified when the person is conscious
and can assist you by telling you where it.
hur ts. The problems are greatly compounded
when the person is unconscious. In this
~
s~tuation, you had better know your first
ald as it will take all you know to do the
~~--right thing. This short article is not

i}'

STATION 'C' CAVE
Station "C" Cave is located in the
northwest corner of Bandera County, Texas,
and is one of the forgotten caves here in
Texas . Forgotten mainly because the cave
has been closed to cavers for so many
years.
The cave had its heyday in the
late 1950's and early 1960's. This is
such a fine cave that waves of cavers
visited this cave for almost every weekend in a two year span.
The cave was named for an oil pumping
station which was located nearby.
The
entrance of the cave is a sinkhole in a
small c lear ing near the edge of a grove of
post oaks.
By followin g the fence, we·
were ab l e t o drive our car within a few
feet of th e entrance.
Station "C" Cave is an extremely
beautiful a nd complex cave, and was not
fully appreciated until we really got into
the survey.
As you can see from the map,
the cave h as numerous chambers with
several passa ges tha t i nterconnect each
room with the nex t.
It was easy to get
turned around in the cave, but once we
re ally go t into mapping the cave we were
easily a ble t o keep tr ack of where we were.
We ri gged the 71 foot entrance with a
c abble ladd e r and a rope.
It is easier to
rappell into this cave and use the ladder
to climb ou t because of the very difficult
"cr ack " tha t the l adde r and rope falls
into on its own. As yo u rappell into the
cave and over the lip wher e the "crack"
is, you f ind yo ur self dangling free in
the center of th e l a r ges t room of the
cave . Thi s e ntr a n ce r oom contains most
of th e best formations in the cave. There
is just about every t y pe of cave formation
th a t you can think of.
In pla ce s the
broken soda-s traws on th e floor are so
deep th a t you could eas il y us e a shovel
to scoop th em up.
The f irst explorers of
thi s cave broke o ut mass ive formation
areas to "push" th e cave . This area of
th e entran ce room i s where several deep
c r evices are found i n the floor. Some of
th ese crevices drop deep int o the floor,
but fail to go a n ywhere, while others
lead t o ex t e nsive passages that come back
up int o the main r oom on the other side
of th e wall.
It provides hours of poking
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around to see what leads where. The entire
cave is like this.
By taking the short passages that lead
to some of the other rooms,you will find
yourself in a completely different area.
The walls, floor, and formations are dry
and lifeless.
There is much breakdown,
and in one place an old surface collapse
is very evident.
Crawling around in the
breakdown leads to several very interesting
areas.
There are several rooms that are
highly decorated and still live. These
areas are considerably below the dry area,
and probably the reason they are still
active. The most interesting spot is the
entrance to the "Stream Passage ·'.
This is
a pit about 50 feet deep that leads to a
low ceiling crawl that to my knowledge n o
one has even been to the end.
After many
hours of crawling on hands and knees,
everyone that we have ever talked to, has
turned back.
All the mud in the world is
in the passage, and after a few feet of
crawling you are covered with red sticky
mud. We did not map any of the stream
passage, as we ran out of time on our
last mapping trip and we have never go ne
back to complete it.
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MOODY, Michael, NSS 8808, CVS,
*MOORE, Jim, NSS 15744, BAL, UTG-1,
MOORE, Mike , BAL,
MORGAN , Jack L ., NSS 15372, ASS,
~IO RMON,

Randy, BAL,
*MO RRIS, James Neal, NSS 12087, CVS, TAl, UTG-3,
HUNDT , Randall , GIIG ,
MURRAY , Richa rd, GHG ,
HUTSCHINK, Rau dy, BAL,
HYE RS, Jerry , BAL ,
NACCARATO, Nick , LS S .
NORMAND , David, NSS 13214, AAC,
NORMAND, James F . , NSS 10071, AAC,
NYE , Janel, Sl-Tf,
OAKLEY, Arthur R. III (Bob), NSS 12604, AAC,
OCHOA, Arthur E . , UTG,
O' CONNELL, Brian J., nm,
ODUH, Hal, SWT ,
O'NEILL, Pete, AAC,
ORO ZCO, Vincent, AAC,
0\~ EN S , Gary L . , NSS 16179, ASS,
*P ARSONS, Gary, Nss 14738, SWT, TCA-1,
PASCH AL, Diana Dawn (DE De) NSS 14499, TAl,
PAS CHAL, Mike, TAl,
PAS CHAL, Thoma s Fred II, NSS 12543, TAI,
*P AS SMORE, Cha rles Gregory, NSS 13008, AAC-3,
*PATE , Dale L., NSS 12704, SHT, Rt 3,
PENNI NGTON, Hark, BAL,
PETE RSON, Brian F., NSS 10531, SWT,
PETERSON, Kandy, NSS 12059, SHT,
PI ERCE-JONES, James, UTG,
P:r_TCH FORD, Hack , NSS 15440, ASS,
POE R, Freddie, BAL,
PRO CTER, Neal, ASS,
~ DDELL, James, TSS,
*~E CE, Donald Wayne, NSS 13322, LSS-1,

RI CHARDSON, Harry, GHG,
ROBERTS, David & Diane, NSS 16134, IND,
RUSSELL, Carol W., NSS 9914, UTG, BAL,
*RUSSELL, Wayne W. Jr., NSS 9873, AAC; CCC-2,
RU SSELL, William H., NSS 4357F, CVS, BAL, UTG,
SAY THER, Nancy, UTG,
SAYTHER, Terry T., NSS 15150, UTG,
SCOTT, David F. Jr., TCA,
SHAW, Phil, UTG,
SHAH , Stan, NSS 16115, AAC,
SHELTON, Cavid, GHG,
SHE RBORNE, Katie, NSS 15267, GllG,
SHE RBORNE, William D., NSS 12855, GHG,
SHERBORNE, William D. Jr., NSS 15266, GHG,
SHUMATE, Jon Mark, NSS 15382, TAl,

SLOt\11- Noa1 E., ~SS 14282, IND
SMITH, A. Richard, NSS 3708F, TSS, GHG,
SMITH, Egbert V., BAL,
SMITH, Forrest, NSS 14693, AAC,
SODEK. Frank. NSS 14737. UTG. TCA,
SPROUSE, PeterS., NSS 14445, UTG,
STEELE, John Clyde, NSS 13959. UTG.
STERLING, George, GHG,
STRICKLAND, Peter C., NSS 8298, UTG,
STUCKEY, Robert,
STUEHM, Raymond C., NSS 12828, TCA AAC,
SUTTO~, Sherri, ASS,
SYMANK, Doug, ASS,
THOMAS, Bill, SWT,
THOHAS, Bobby, BAL,
TURNER, Harriet L., NSS 10678, IND,
TURNER, Merydith D. Jr., NSS 7212, IND,
TWEDDELL, J. Ann, CVS,
VASQUEZ, Rene, AAC,
VASQUEZ, Wilhelmina, AAC,
VINES, Virgil & Robin, NSS 16567, IND,
*VINSON, Barbara, NSS 13968, CVS, UTG-7,
VINSON, Jon, NSS 5799, CVS,
VINSON, ~Hlbourn, UTG,
WADE, Charles, BAL,
WALKER, Harry M. NSS 9381, GHG,
WALSH, John Mike, NSS ll077, S\VT AAC,
WALTHER, Laura, CVS,
WARTON, ~lichael L. NSS 12611, BAL,
WASHINGTION, Tom, UTG,
WEATHERFORD, James Alan, NSS 15417, ASS,
lffiiSSLING, Blake, ASS,
WELLS, Ted, IND,
WESn1AN, Ronald, E . , LS S ,
WINSBOROUGH, Phil, UTG,
*WISENER, Hary Alicia-Kay,
WOLF, Barbara, UTG,
WORLEY, Randy, BAL,
WRIGHT, John, AAC
*YATES, Charlie, Sh'T-1,

~JSS

15026, ASS, TCA,
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